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CARTF 
 Boise, SpringHill Suites  

November 6, 2020 

MINUTES 
 
Joshua Wickard- Public Defender (Chairman)   Jennifer Tachell– Educator (Vice-Chairman)  
Michelle Weir- DHW, Family & Children Services  Susan Bradford, MD – Pediatrician 
Dina Flores-Brewer-Children with Disabilities                 Jennifer Bergin- Child Advocate Attorney 
Sheila Sturgeon Freitas, PhD– Mental Health  Hon. Steve Clark- Civil Magistrate Judge 
Doug Giddings-Idaho County Sheriff       OPEN- Prosecuting Attorney 
Melissa Osen– Foster Youth     Tahna Barton – CASA    
James Curb – Homeless Education Liaison  Hon. Mark Rammell- Criminal Magistrate Judge 
Jill Robertson– Parent     Nadine McDonald – Juvenile Justice   
Molly Vaughn– Victim Services Coordinator 
 

Mindy Peper – Task Force Support  

 
ABSENT  

Guests:  

Welcome 
Wickard welcomes everyone. CARTF reviews October 2020 minutes. Barton 
makes a motion to approve the October minutes with noted change (page 2 last 
paragraph psyche to psych), Giddings seconds, all in favor and so moved.   
 
Melissa Osen has a recommendation for the Youth Foster Advisory Panel. 
 
Subcommittee Updates 
Conference (Tachell, Robertson, Sturgeon Freitas): Tachell asks for some 
direction from the board. Do we want to partner with Idaho Children’s Trust Fund 
for a virtual conference in March? Wickard asks what would be our level of 
participation with them? Barton reports she would feel good about that since they 
have proven track record if we can have our own track to make sure that the 
conference fills the needs of MDT’s.  Wickard reiterates that our federal partners 
encouraged us to reach out to other state partners. Would like to see sessions 
aimed at judiciary and law enforcement. We could ask people to join our 
conference subcommittee to help plan some sessions. Wickard asks how this 
March conference would affect what we do in October? We would probably stick 
with just March. Barton mentions that she would like to see a couple sessions on 
death investigations for law enforcement. Weir wonders if we will be a sidenote 
or a strong partner. The hope is it will be an equal partner. It is beneficial to 
mention to them that we would like to do this every year or at least every other 
year. We would like it to be recorded and made available via YouTube.  Barton 
states that her dream would be that each discipline comes up with their needs 
and speakers and we become a clearinghouse, conduit, for the training, as well 
as record it and put it on our website as a conference archive.  Sturgeon Freitas 
mentions perhaps we could rotate the groups and emphasis each year.  Name of 
the conference? Theme? What about awards- what does that look like?  Are we 
ready to do awards this year or should we hold off until next year? 
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Publications (Tachell, Brewer, Sturgeon Freitas): Peper is working on adding 
forms and training page as well as subscription box to collect emails for mailing 
list, as well as going through all the changes as discussed by the publications 
subcommittee. Peper will add a Reports tab to the website. 
 
Peper will send examples of our publications to James Curb up north. 
 
Grants (Barton, Weir, McDonald): Weir reports the subcommittee will be meeting 
soon. 
 
Follow Up Discussion Citizen Review Panel Presentation 
CARTF holds follow-up discussion to the CRP presentation.  
 
Sturgeon Freitas mentions that a necessary piece is that we ensure the short-
term and long-term needs of a child. It matters that a family be given true 
opportunity to reunite and resolve the reasons that brought their children into 
care.  If they are unable to resolve these issues, it is important children be given 
truthful and solid reasons why they can’t reunify so that a child can begin to 
comprehend and adjust. Kids who know their parents are given true opportunity 
to reunify, even though it may not happen, are better at adjusting to adoption and 
at navigating future birth family contact. 
0 
The CRP really captures the child side but it’s important to capture all the sides 
of the case. Need to use these resources to get to the systemic problems and 
solutions.  
 
There is some is concern that CASA is involved with CRP. Is this a conflict of 
interest? That is like the reviewer reviewing themselves.  
 
In looking at the feedback from the CRP, some questions that the task force 
considers include:  is there inherit bias or missing views on the CRP? What is the 
context—a couple cases, several cases, etc?  What data drives the opinions 
formed and where is the data coming from?  
 
Wickard states that perhaps one way we can help CRP is to give them training to 
understand all sides but also facilitate DHW to listen and when appropriate, act, 
regarding their suggestions and solutions. Clark mentions that any time there is 
conversation from CRP, there should be a response from DHW. These are all 
tough cases, and none have an easy solution. CARTF wants to help and 
empower CRP but not to beat up on DHW, that isn’t helpful, either.  
 
Weir mentions that DHW is continuously under review, and federal review, and 
they are always looking at continuous quality improvement- finding the faults and 
tackling those to fix them, but also looking at what goes well and why those are 
working. It means everyone coming to the table and talking, not to find fault, but 
to figure out how to support the child and family.  
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Wickard mentions that it is amazing how cases are processed differently, from 
state to state, even county to county, even though it is the same federal law.  
 
Barton says no single entity can do this on their own. It takes all the agencies 
working collectively to support and help a child and family.  
 
Tachell asks if the CRP has guidelines. Weir says it is written into law. Their 
charge is to review these cases and give feedback. Tachell asks if their mandate 
includes looking for solutions. 
 
How are CRP participants chosen? By application. The law recommends who to 
assign but does not have to be followed as they choose their own members. 
They are limited to the number per district. Do they receive training? Unsure as it 
is under the health department. What is their primary role? Weir reads the law to 
CARTF. 
 
As the annual report approaches, Wickard wonders if we should include a 
strategy that helps CARTF to support CRP. Barton and Weir mention we should 
ask them if they are wanting support first. Wickard mentions at the very least we 
should invite them annually to come meet with us and share. 
 
CFR Team Update 
Barton reported that the team met yesterday to review suicides. The new analyst 
did a great job. Coroners have been swamped so they have not had any the last 
few meetings. They just reviewed 27 suicides from 2018. They will wrap up 2018 
homicides in January, then start the annual report. 
 
Bradford reports there were a lot of the suicide review cases that had a lot of 
CPS referrals- multiple in some cases. It is hard to ignore the emotional side and 
to understand the bureaucracy of it all.  
 
Weir mentions that this does bring up a good point. Out of the 27 cases, 10 had 
CPS referrals, though many of them were older referrals, nothing recent. It brings 
up questions about how people deal with changes, stress, and such.  And many 
times, people ask, why didn’t you do more, and the fact is that the law only allows 
DHW to go so far. And what do you do with cases that are on the line and how 
do you intercede and can you? 
 
Tachell mentions that there must be a balance of detachment and compassion. 
Sturgeon Freitas says that right now there is a lot of helplessness right now.  
   
 
Review 3-year and Annual Strategies 
CARTF discusses strategies. 
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Goal 1c- add Citizen Review Panel to list of sources we want to hear from each 
year. 
 
Discussion on wording of goal 1. Do we want to focus on whether it is our 
responsibility to continue to the development of MDT’s. It is prosecutor driven 
and we have no control over it. Bradford suggests a recorded training would be 
beneficial for MDT’s. Change goal 1 to continue the support and enhancement of 
MDT’s in each Idaho county, in accordance with Idaho code, etc, as well as 
CAC’s. Keep section regarding investigation and prosecution, etc. 
 
a.- normally our annual conference but cancelled due to COVID-19; working in 
this coming year with our CAPTA funded partner, Idaho Children’s Trust Fund, 
for a March conference.  
 
b.- normally we attend workshops and conferences as a vendor to share our 
resources but those were cancelled due to COVID-19; however, through a 
subcommittee, we have continued to update our publications, adding to our 
resources, and made it easier to order the resources on our website through an 
easy to submit form. 
 
c. -stakeholder meetings, June 2020 to recent- Deb Alsaker, Court Improvement 
Program (Jun); CFR Team (ongoing); Upper Valley CAC (Jun); INCAC (Sep); 
Citizen Review Panels (Oct); Central Intake (Jan); YES (Feb); (Mar); (Apr);  
 
d.- funded Upper Valley CAC conference, other grants 
 
e.- need to comply better to this process- in past we have collected info from the 
MDT’s during conference, but we did not have a conference this year. Need to 
send an email to all MDT’s via the prosecutor with survey attached to Google 
Form to collect the data.  
 
 
New Business 
Discuss 2021 meeting dates and plan: 
 
January 8- Central Intake, Andie Blackwood; Goal 2; conference; legislation 
update (Weir/ Unsworth) 
February 5- YES, Shane Duty; Goal 3; conference 
March 5- Goal 4; conference; Idaho Dept of Juvenile Justice- Monty Prow 
April 2- review Annual Report; post-conference thoughts; Administrator of the 
Courts Alana Minton; demo of Foster Parent Portal 
May 7- Review Grant Cycle 1 
June 4-CFR Team Annual Report; Foster Youth Advisory panel 
September 10- CAC/ INCAC; Suicide Prevention Council 
October 1- Citizen Review Panel;  
November 5- Review Grant Cycle 2; Goal 1 for 3-year report 
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Peper will email Teresa Abbott to invite the Suicide Prevention Counsel to come 
talk to CARTF. 
 
No news from the Governor’s office regarding the Executive Order or 
appointments. Weir and Wickard will follow up with Governor’s office.  
 
DHW has been working with Family First Act that requires any child in 
congregate care or foster family setting, after 2 weeks, no allowable funding for 
Title 4E funding, without several criteria being first met—individual assessment of 
the child and the home setting to make sure they meet the needs of the child (30 
days); court approval of the assessment (60 days).  
 
To be a QRTP (Qualified Residential Treatment Provider) must be accredited 
and approved by the state. Has to have 24/7 access to nursing care and possibly 
onsite if they are a medical providing QRTP. Accreditation is about $15,000. 
Also, have to provide 6 months of after care. DHW is utilizing some of the funds 
to help QRTPs to become accredited and/or trained.  
 
DHW also looking at bringing more secondary prevention to families to mitigate 
the risk and help provide for their needs to keep kids out of foster care. Now 
there are funds to help with mental health resources, substance abuse treatment, 
and parenting classes. 
 
Wickard mentions there have been some changes to the 4E funding that helps 
provide lawyers to families so that they have an advocate to help council them in 
the right direction.  
 
DHW is working on interfaces to help the department share information and data 
across the systems of Department of Education, IDJC.  
 
Just finished up redesign of permanency- now making sure cases get to case 
manager sooner. As they identify the need for permanency, a permanency 
worker is assigned to work alongside the case manager, rather than reassign it to 
the permanency worker.  
  
Been doing 30-day staff meeting consults to see where cases are at, how to get 
them to move to the next step, and problem solve, to get kids to permanency. 
 
Regarding licensing, DHW is creating a foster parent portal- a website that gives 
parents information about a child’s allergies, when doctor appointments are 
coming up, educational needs, and it will grow. Launches November 16th. Will 
invite foster parents into the portal so they have that critical info. Also, as people 
become interested in foster care, getting them the info sooner, as well as getting 
them licensed and ready within 90 to 120 days.  
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Next Meeting: January 8, 2021 Teleconference 
 
Upcoming Meetings/ Agendas  
Plan future speakers- October 
Suicide Prevention Council 
Three-year CARTF strategies- November/January/ February/March- a goal a 
month- Peper write report to review in April.  
Changes and ideas to publications and process- November  
Deb Alsaker-Burke- June 
Tabled grants and nominations 
Central intake- Jan 
YES- Feb 
Foster youth panel- not during COVID 
Citizen Review panel- October meeting, annual 
CASA 
Casey Program 
INCAC- attending September meeting 
Conference Update- Grossman or every other year 
Appointments and Executive Order Updates 
Approval of final CFRT annual report 
Upper Valley Child Advocacy Center- March 
Budget update and report 
Legislative update 
CFRT Update 
Subcommittee updates (grants, conferences, publications) 
What team members are seeing around the state 
 
 
Standing agenda items. 
 
Adjourn 
 


